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We perform the first simultaneous extraction of parton collinear and transverse degrees of freedom from
low-energy fixed-target Drell-Yan data in order to compare the transverse momentum dependent (TMD)
parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the pion and proton. We demonstrate that the transverse separation
of the quark field encoded in TMDs of the pion is more than 4σ smaller than that of the proton.
Additionally, we find the transverse separation of the quark field decreases as its longitudinal momentum
fraction decreases. In studying the nuclear modification of TMDs, we find clear evidence for a transverse
EMC effect. We comment on possible explanations for these intriguing behaviors, which call for a deeper
examination of tomography in a variety of strongly interacting quark-gluon systems.
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Introduction.Hadrons compose nearly all the visible matter
in the universe, yet much is still unknown about them.
Revealing their internal structure from experimental data
requires the use of sophisticated theoretical frameworks
based on quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of
the strong force of quarks and gluons (partons), that
describe hadrons as emergent phenomena. While decades
of high-energy experiments have provided data allowing
for the high resolution of the longitudinal structure of
protons [1–6], and to a lesser extent also of pions [7–18],
the information on the transverse structure of hadrons is
comparatively less well known. In particular, achieving a
3-dimensional mapping of internal hadron structure
requires sensitivity to both collinear and transverse parton
degrees of freedom, which can be encoded in transverse
momentum dependent distributions (TMDs) [19–23] and
generalized parton distributions (GPDs) [24,25]. Both are
primary focuses at existing and future facilities, such as
Jefferson Lab [26] and the Electron-Ion Collider [27]. Here
we focus on TMDs and novel properties of the transverse

separation of quark fields as a function of their longitudinal
momenta for the proton and pion, giving deeper insights
into color confined systems that emerge from QCD.
TMD parton distribution functions (PDFs) depend on

both the longitudinal momentum fraction x and the intrinsic
transverse momentum kT ≡ jkT j of partons inside the
hadron. The unpolarized TMD PDF is the kT-space
Fourier transform of the following light-front correlator
of hadron N (with momentum P) [21,23],

f̃q=N ðx;bTÞ

¼
Z

db−

4π
e−ixP

þb−Tr½hN jψ̄qðbÞγþWðb;0Þψqð0ÞjN i�; ð1Þ

where b≡ ðb−; 0þ; bTÞ, with bT the transverse shift of the
quark field ψq, and bT ≡ jbT j. The Wilson line Wðb; 0Þ
ensures SU(3) color gauge invariance and is understood
here to be the staple-shaped gauge link for the Drell Yan
process [28]. The correlator in Eq. (1) requires a modifi-
cation to account for the ultraviolet and rapidity divergen-
ces, and acquires corresponding regulators f̃q=N ðx; bTÞ →
f̃q=N ðx; bT ; μ; ζÞ [23,29].
While f̃q=N is technically the object to be inferred from

data, its small-bT behavior can be written in terms of
collinear PDFs [23,30,31]. Most phenomenological extrac-
tions to date [32–39] have made use of this connection by
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fixing the collinear PDFs and focusing on the analysis of
the nonperturbative large-bT region. However, such extrac-
tions are subject to the choices of the input collinear PDFs,
as discussed in Ref. [40].
In this paper, we go beyond previous studies by perform-

ing the first simultaneous extraction of proton and pion
TMD PDFs, along with pion collinear PDFs, through an
analysis of fixed-target Drell-Yan (DY) and leading neutron
(LN) data within the JAM QCD analysis framework
[6,14,16–18,41–58]. We find an intriguing behavior of
the average transverse separation of the quark fields
encoded in these TMD PDFs, with ∼ð4–5.2Þσ smaller
values for the pion than for the proton as a function of x.
For both systems the average transverse separation of the
quark field decreases as x decreases. We also observe a
transverse EMC effect by studying the nuclear modification
of the TMDs, with the average transverse separation of a
quark field in a bound proton up to 12% smaller than that in
a free proton.

Analysis framework. The focus of our analysis is the
DY process in hadron-hadron or hadron-nucleus reactions
with center of mass energy

ffiffiffi
s

p
. Specifically, we study the

region of small transverse momentum qT of the produced
lepton pair relative to its invariant massQ. In this regime, the
measured cross section can be described through a rigorous
factorization framework in terms of TMD PDFs in bT-space
[23,30,59–63]. The DY cross section for hadron (N ¼ π,
p)–nucleus (A) collisions differential inQ2, rapidity y of the
lepton pair, and qT is given by

d3σ
dQ2dydq2T

¼
X
q

HDY
qq̄ ðQ; μQÞ

Z
d2bT
ð2πÞ2 e

ibT ·qT

× f̃q=N ðxN ; bT ; μQ;Q2Þf̃q̄=AðxA; bT ; μQ;Q2Þ:
ð2Þ

Here, the hard factorHDY
qq̄ represents the process-dependent

perturbatively calculable hard scattering that is factorized
from the process-independent TMDs f̃qðq̄Þ=N ðAÞ. The longi-
tudinal momentum fractions of the TMDs are kinematically
constrained to be xN ðAÞ ¼

ffiffiffi
τ

p
eþð−Þy, where τ ¼ Q2=s.

Additionally, to optimize the perturbative calculation, the
scale dependence is set as μQ ¼ Q and the rapidity scale
ζ ¼ Q2 [23].
We use the standard b� ¼ bT=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ b2T=b

2
max

p
prescrip-

tion to model the large-bT behavior of the TMDs, and
following Ref. [64] we take

f̃q=N ðAÞðx;bT ;μQ;Q2Þ ¼ ðC⊗ fÞq=N ðAÞðx;b�Þ

×exp

�
−gq=N ðAÞðx;bTÞ− gKðbTÞ ln

Q
Q0

−Sðb�;Q;μQÞ
�
:

ð3Þ

Here, the first line is the operator product expansion (OPE)
[23,30,31], which describes the small-bT behavior of the
TMDs in terms of the collinear PDFs fq=N ðAÞ convoluted
with perturbative Wilson coefficients C. The first two terms
in the second line are nonperturbative functions to be
extracted from experiment: gq=N ðAÞ [23] that describes the
deviation from the OPE at large bT , and the nonperturbative
part gK of the Collins-Soper (CS) kernel [23]. The factor S
contains the perturbative effects of soft gluon radiation,
which can be written as

Sðb�;Q;μQÞ¼−eKðb�;μb� Þ ln
Q
μb�

þ
Z

μQ

μb�

dμ0

μ0

�
−γfðαsðμ0Þ;1Þ

þ ln
Q
μ0
γKðαsðμ0ÞÞ

�
; ð4Þ

with μb� ¼ 2e−γE=b�, γK the cusp anomalous dimension
[65–70], γf the anomalous dimension of the TMD

operator [23,64,71], and eK the perturbative part of the
CS kernel [23,59,64,72]. To remain consistent with the
collinear observables used in this analysis, we take the hard
factorHDY

qq̄ in Eq. (2) andWilson coefficientsC in Eq. (3) at
OðαsÞ [23,64]. Therefore, in logarithmic counting as
described in Refs. [33,73], we implement next-to-next-
to-leading-logarithmic (N2LL) accuracy for TMD PDFs by
using γK at Oðα3sÞ and γf and eK at Oðα2sÞ precision. The
number of active flavors is determined by the hard scale Q.
We use the starting scale Q0 ¼ 1.27 GeV and bmax ¼
2e−γE=Q0 ≈ 0.88 GeV−1.
Since we analyze πA and pA DY data, we cannot extract

TMDs for p, π and A systems simultaneously from two
independent processes. We therefore relate the TMD PDFs
for the nucleus to bound proton and neutron TMD PDFs by
the relations f̃q=A ≡ ðZ=AÞf̃q=p=A þ ð1 − Z=AÞf̃q=n=A, for
a nucleus with mass number A and atomic number Z.
In modeling the nuclear dependence, in the large-bT region
we introduce an A dependence in the quantity gq=N =A ¼
gq=N ð1þ aN ðA1=3 − 1ÞÞ, where aN is a fit parameter [74].
The quantity gK is universal and does not need to be
modified. In the small-bT region controlled by nuclear
collinear PDFs, we describe the quarks in the bound
nucleons inside the nucleus following previous collinear
nuclear PDF analyses [75,76], fu=p=A ¼ ½Z=ð2Z − AÞ�×
fu=A þ ½ðZ − AÞ=ð2Z − AÞ�fd=A, etc., with fq=A taken from
the EPPS16 analysis [75]. To be consistent with EPPS16,
we utilize the CT14 proton NLO PDFs [1] in the pA
reactions, and consequently use Wilson coefficients in the
OPE at OðαsÞ. In principle, the analysis can depend on the
choice of collinear proton PDFs, but in practice, we see
minimal difference in our results (see below). In the future
we will include collider data and extract simultaneously
PDFs and TMDs of the proton along with the pion,
eliminating any such dependence.
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In the collinear sector, our treatment of the qT-integrated
DY cross section included NLO accuracy in the hard
coefficients [14,16]. For the LN reactions, we utilize
the combined chiral effective theory and collinear factori-
zation to describe the Sullivan process, as described in
Refs. [77,78].
We employ the BayesianMonteCarlo (MC)methodology

of the JAM Collaboration [6,14,16–18,41–58]. To explore
the model dependence of our extractions, we implement
a variety of intrinsic nonperturbative functions: Gaussian
[79–82], exponential, an interpolation of Gaussian-to-
exponential [34,38], Bessel-like [83–87], and a sum of
Gaussians (MAP parametrization) [36]. In addition, we
explore parametrizing gK using Gaussian [36,80,82], expo-
nential [34,38], and logarithmic [83,88,89] forms at large bT .
A detailed comparison of all these parametrizationswill be in
a forthcoming paper [90].

Phenomenology. As noted above, we include in this
analysis both qT-dependent and collinear data, and are
consequently able to, for the first time, simultaneously
extract the pion’s TMD and collinear PDFs. Table I
summarizes all of the datasets included in our analysis.
We use data from the E288 experiment [91] taken with

200, 300, and 400 GeV proton beams on a platinum (Pt)
target, the E605 experiment [92] taken on a copper (Cu)
target, and the E772 experiment [93] using a deuterium
target expressed as Ed3σ=d3q ¼ ð1=πÞd2σ=dydq2T . The
E288 and E605 experiments took measurements at fixed
rapidity and fixed xF ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
τ

p
sinhðyÞ, respectively, while

the E772 experiment measured over 0.1 ≤ xF ≤ 0.3.

This analysis also includes the ratios RA;B ¼
ðdσ=dqTÞjpA=ðdσ=dqTÞjpB of DY cross section per nucleon
from an 800 GeV proton beam incident on beryllium (Be),
iron (Fe), and tungsten (W) targets from the E866 experi-
ment [94]. These datasets are particularly sensitive to
nuclear TMDs [74]. We integrate over the Q range for
each bin and the measured 0 < xF < 0.8 range.
To constrain the pion TMDs, we include qT-dependent

DY data from the E615 [95] and E537 [96] experiments.
While these also measured d2σ=dQdqT , the observables we
consider are d2σ=dxFdqT . In the Q-dependent cross sec-
tion, an integration over 0 < xF < 1 would be required, the
upper limit of which is not well defined in the factorization
approach. On the other hand, the range of Q integration
for the xF-dependent cross section is well within the
region where factorization is valid. Complementary to
the qT-differential data, we include the pion-induced
qT-integrated DY data from the E615 and NA10 [97]
experiments measuring d2σ=d

ffiffiffi
τ

p
dxF, which strongly con-

strain the pion’s valence quark PDF. We also include the
LN electroproduction data from HERA [98,99] as in
previous JAM analyses [14,16–18].
To ensure the validity of TMD factorization, we impose a

cut [38] on the data to small qT : qmax
T < 0.2Q, where qmax

T is
the upper bound of the qT bin. We restrict our analysis to
data in the range 4 < Q < 9 GeV and Q > 11 GeV to
avoid the region of J=ψ and ϒ resonances. Following
Ref. [38], we impose a cut on the qT-dependent and
qT-integrated DY data of xF < 0.8 to avoid regions where
threshold resummation may be additionally needed for both
observables. For the collinear DY observables, we use
4.16 < Q < 7.68 GeV. Cuts on the LN data were imposed
as in Refs. [14,16–18].
In all, we analyze 67 qT-dependent pion-induced and

238 proton-nucleus DY data points, 111 qT-integrated
pion-induced DY data points, and 108 data points from
the LN experiments, for a total of 524 data points. In
exploring the various nonperturbative parametrizations,
we observed that the Gaussian gK and multi-component
(sum of Gaussians) MAP-like [36] flavor-independent
parametrizations for the intrinsic gq=N have the best
agreement across all qT-dependent observables by an
improved χ2 per number of points (N) of between 0.44
and 1.92. We do not find any significant improvement in
the description of the data with the inclusion of flavor
dependence.
In the end we have a total of 25 free parameters: 3

parameters for gq=π and 11 for gq=p plus one parameter for
nuclear dependence and one parameter for gK to model the
TMDs, along with an additional 8 parameters for pion
collinear PDFs, and one LN cutoff parameter. We find
largely that the sensitivity of the parameter correlations
is not strong between pions and protons, neither in the
TMD nor the collinear regions. The correlations are largely
self-contained within each distribution, i.e., the pion PDF

TABLE I. Datasets included in this analysis, along with the
resulting χ2 per datum and Z-scores from the MC analysis.

Process Experiment
ffiffiffi
s

p
(GeV) χ2=N Z-score

TMD

qT-dep. pA DY E288 [91] 19.4 1.07 0.34
pA → μþμ−X E288 [91] 23.8 0.99 0.05

E288 [91] 24.7 0.82 0.99
E605 [92] 38.8 1.22 1.03
E772 [93] 38.8 2.54 5.64

(Fe/Be) E866 [94] 38.8 1.10 0.36
(W/Be) E866 [94] 38.8 0.96 0.15

qT-dep. πA DY E615 [95] 21.8 1.45 1.85
πW → μþμ−X E537 [96] 15.3 0.97 0.03

Collinear

qT- integr. DY E615 [95] 21.8 0.90 0.48
πW → μþμ−X NA10 [97] 19.1 0.59 1.98

NA10 [97] 23.2 0.92 0.16

Leading neutron H1 [98] 318.7 0.36 4.59
ep → enX ZEUS [99] 300.3 1.48 2.15

Total 1.12 1.86
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parameters are correlated with each other, and similarly for
the proton and pion TMD parameters individually.
The resulting agreement with data is shown in Table I,

where the χ2=N and the Z-scores are provided for each of
the experimental datasets considered. The Z-score is the
inverse of the normal cumulative distribution function,
Z¼Φ−1ðpÞ≡ ffiffiffi

2
p

erf−1ð2p− 1Þ, where the p-value is com-
puted according to the resulting χ2 shown in Table I, and
it describes the significance of the χ2 relative to the
expected χ2 distribution. Our analysis shows a relatively
good compatibility between data and theory at the level of
the Z-score (1.86), with a total χ2=N ¼ 1.12. The worst
agreement with the datasets was to the E772 data, which
provided a Z-score of above 5. Other analyses [34,36] also
found difficulty in obtaining agreement, which may indi-
cate an experimental data issue. Moreover, in contrast to
Refs. [38,39], we do not find a normalization issue for the
E615 qT-dependent dataset, albeit our kinematic cuts are
different. Note that we use the same normalization param-
eter for the E615 qT-integrated and the qT-dependent
observables. The mean value for this fitted normalization
is 1.02, which is within the reported 16% uncertainty from
the E615 experiment [95].
We find that there is no substantial impact on the

collinear pion PDFs from the inclusion of the qT-dependent
data in the standard CSS framework that we have adopted.
This indicates that the TMD and collinear regimes are
well separated in the data we analyzed, in contrast to the
high-energy analysis in Ref. [40], and that the measure-
ments correlate more strongly with TMDs than collinear
PDFs. Recent studies [100,101] have proposed improve-
ments of the TMD framework, and corresponding imple-
mentations and phenomenological analyses will be left to a
future work.

Results and discussion. By definition, the TMD PDF is a
2-dimensional number density dependent on x and bT .
From Bayes’ theorem we can define a conditional density
f̃q=N ðbT jxÞ dependent on “bT given x” in terms of the ratio

f̃q=N ðbT jx;Q;Q2Þ≡ f̃q=N ðx; bT ;Q;Q2ÞR
d2bTf̃q=N ðx; bT ;Q;Q2Þ : ð5Þ

Notice that this conditional probability is normalized such
that

R
d2bTf̃q=N ðbT jx;Q;Q2Þ ¼ 1.

We show in Fig. 1 the extracted proton and pion con-
ditional densities for the u-quark f̃u=N ðbT jx;Q;Q2Þ in the
region covered by the experimental data x∈ ½0.3; 0.6�. Each
TMD PDF is shown with its 1σ uncertainty band from the
analysis. We focus here on the u quark since our analysis
does not include flavor separation in the nonperturbative
contribution to the TMDs. One observes that the pion TMD
PDF is significantly narrower in bT compared with the
proton, and both become wider with increasing x. To make

quantitative comparisons between the distributions of the
two hadrons, we show in Fig. 2 the conditional average bT
as a function of x, defined as

hbT jxiq=N ¼
Z

d2bTbTf̃q=N ðbT jx;Q;Q2Þ; ð6Þ

for the u quark. On average there is ≈20% reduction of the
u-quark transverse correlations in pions relative to protons
within a ∼ð4–5.2Þσ confidence level. Interestingly, the
charge radius of the pion is also about 20% smaller than
that of the proton, using the nominal PDG values
(rp ¼ 0.8409ð4Þ fm, rπ ¼ 0.659ð4Þ fm) [102]. Also, within
each hadron, the average spatial separation of quark fields in
the transverse direction does not exceed its charge radius, as
shown on the right edge of Fig. 2. Similar qualitative
comparative results are shown for kT-space in Refs. [36,39].
As x → 1, the phase space for the transverse motion kT

of partons becomes smaller, since most of the momentum is
along the light-cone direction, and one expects an increase
in the transverse correlations in bT space. Furthermore, as
Q increases more gluons are radiated, which makes TMD
PDFs wider in kT space and therefore narrower in bT space.
Both of these features are quantitatively confirmed by our
results in Fig. 2. Importantly, we have checked that the
differences between the proton and pion hbT jxi are com-
pletely due to the nonperturbative TMD structure, inde-
pendent of the collinear PDFs, by varying the collinear pion
and proton PDF sets to xFitter [15] and MMHT14 [103],
respectively, and seeing no difference in Figs. 1and 2.

FIG. 1. The conditional TMD PDFs for the pion (left) and
proton (right) as a function of bT for various x values (indicated
by color) evaluated at a characteristic experimental scale
Q ¼ 6 GeV. Each of the TMD PDFs are offset for visual
purposes.
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In Ref. [104] it was proposed that qq̄ pairs can emerge
nonperturbatively through the dynamical breaking of chiral
symmetry, which limits the range of the transverse corre-
lations of the quark fields in the hadron. We can heuris-
tically describe the following physical interpretation of the
average hbT jxiu=N . In the valence quark dominated regime
at large-x, valence quarks are occupying the space corre-
sponding to roughly a disc of radius rp. The condensate of
quark-antiquark pairs in the vacuum arises from gauge field
configurations of characteristic size much smaller than rp
[104]. This would imply that once sea quarks emerge in the
wave function, hbT jxiu=N should decrease with decreasing
values of x, which is evident from our findings in Fig. 2.
However, more work is needed in order to better understand
the connection between dynamical chiral symmetry break-
ing and TMDs in QCD.
In Fig. 3 we analyze the effect of the nuclear environ-

ment on the transverse correlations of quarks inside

nucleons, i.e., a possible transverse EMC effect, by taking
the ratio of hbT jxi for a bound proton in a nucleus to that of
a free proton. We find an analogous suppression at x ∼ 0.3,
similar to that found in the collinear distributions [105]. We
have verified that this effect is genuinely produced by the
nonperturbative nuclear dependence in the TMD and not
from the collinear dependence in the OPE by substituting
nCTEQ15 [76] for the EPPS16 nuclear PDFs, and seeing
no difference in Fig. 3. Additionally, if aN is set to 0, this
ratio is consistent with 1. Our results are consistent with
the earlier findings of Alrashed et al. in Ref. [74], but we
have gone beyond their study by considering the x
dependence of the nonperturbative transverse structure
within a simultaneous collinear and TMD QCD global
analysis framework.

Conclusions. We have presented a comprehensive analysis
of proton and pion TMD PDFs at N2LL perturbative
precision using fixed-target DY data. This analysis for
the first time used both qT-integrated and qT-differential
DY data, as well as LN measurements, to simultaneously
extract pion collinear and TMD PDFs and proton TMD
PDFs. The combined analysis, including an exploration of
the nuclear dependence of TMDs, allowed us to perform a
detailed comparison of proton and pion TMDs and to study
the similarities and differences of their transverse momen-
tum dependence.
We have determined conclusively that the transverse

correlations of quarks in a pion are ≈20% smaller than
those in a proton, with a more than 4σ confidence level. The
observed characteristic decrease of the average separation
of quark fields for decreasing x may indicate the influence
of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking [104]. This calls for
more scrutiny of the connection between our results and
these theoretical expectations. We also found evidence for a
transverse EMC effect, as discussed earlier by Alrashed
et al. [74]. We leave for future work the extension of the
kinematic region to large x, where threshold corrections are
needed in both collinear and transverse observables.
The exploration of the quark transverse correlations in

pions and protons can be extended to other hadrons, such as
kaons and neutrons, in the near future, when the tagged
SIDIS programs at Jefferson Lab and the EIC become
available. Such analyses, in combination with future lattice
QCD calculations in the TMD sector, will provide a more
complete picture of strongly interacting quark-gluon sys-
tems that emerge from QCD.
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